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Example: 1 
Write crossing of two homoygotes of snapdragon plants 
(Antirrhinum maius) with red flowers (AA) and white flowers (aa). 
Heterozygore (Aa) has pink flowers. 
a) Complete genotypes and phenotype and genotype ratios in F1 

and F2 generation.  
b) How is color of snapdragon inherited (complete or incomplete 

dominance)? 
 
Solution 
a)  P: AA × aa                                       Aa × Aa 

                                                                                                                                                                                  
 

 

 
 

 
b) The observe trait show incomplete dominance 
 

Solve the following tasks: 
 
2. Use χ2 test to find experimental phenotype ratio in F2 generation; 79 dark, 170 bright and 
95 russian rabbits correspond to theoretical phenotype ratio (table values – see supplement 
one in handbook). 
 
3. In pumpkin, white color is dominant over yellow. Alele W encodes white color, allele w 
encodes yellow color.  
a) After crossing of two white pumpkins, 3/4 of offspring were white and 1/4 of offspring 

were yellow. What are the genotypes of parents and offspring?  
b) You have white pumpkin. What type of crossing will you use to find out, if it is 

homozygote or heterozygote? White possible crossing (genotypes and phenotypes of 
plants). 

 
4. Blue and brown color of eyes in humans is determined by different alleles of one gene. 
The following results were found in 337 families during one study: 

  

What color of eyes is dominant? Use symbols B, b and write all types of crossings.  

 A A 

a Aa Aa 

a Aa Aa 

 A a 

A AA Aa 

a Aa aa 

Parents (eyes color) Number of families Children (color of eyes) 
blue brown 

Blue × Blue 150 625 0 
Blue × Brown 158 317 322 
Brown × Brown 29 25 82 

Genetic tasks I: MENDELISM, MONOHYBRIDISM 
Name: 

Group: 

F1 : Aa (uniform offspring) 
 

F2: phenotype ratio  1:2:1 
      genotype ratio     1:2:1 
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5. Two black female mice were crossed with two brown males. One female had 9 black and 7 
brown offspring in several litters; the second female had 57 black offspring in several litters. 
 a) Deduce, they was of inheritance of  black and brown color? What color is dominant, 

recessive and why?  
 b) What were the genotypes of parents in these crossing (use symbols D and d for alleles)? 
 
Additional tasks: 
6. The results of crossing of white pumpkin with yellow one was: 327 white and 360 yellow 
pumpkin (see task 3). 
a) Write genotypes of the plants. What is the genotype of the initial white pumpkin?  

b) What is the name of this type of crossing? 

c) Use χ2 test to verify phenotype ratios (table value - supplement 1). 
 
7.  Leaves of cucumber are typically palmate, but there is also gene that encodes flabellate 
leaves called ginkgo, because they looks like leaves of trees of Ginkgo biloba. After crossing 
of homozygote plant with palmate leaves and homozygote with ginkgo leaves, leaves of all 
plants in F1 generation were palmate.  
a) What type of leaves is dominant?  
b) What are genotype and phenotype ratios in F2 generation and in back crossing? 
 
8. In Andalusian breed of chicken, dominant allele B determines dark color of feather, allele 
b determines white color. Heterozygotes have bluish color.  
What will be the color of feather of offspring after crossing of bluish female with male: a) of 
dark feather, b) bluish feather, c) white feather? 

 
SOLUTION: 
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